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CL1 Cache Locking in Multicore

A system with 4 cores

CL1 – I1 + D1 – level-1 cache
I1 – level-1 instruction cache
D1 – level-1 data cache
CL2 – level-2 cache
BAMI – block address and miss information
Level-2 cache locking in multicore is proposed. Easy to implement. Level-1 cache locking should be more effective.

Proposed Level-1 Cache Locking:
- Random Strategy
- Static Strategy
- Dynamic Strategy
- Hybrid Strategy
CL1 Cache Locking in Multicore
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Static Strategy
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Dynamic Strategy
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Hybrid Strategy

- Some cores dedicated for small applications → no locking
- Some cores dedicated for large applications → static locking
- Some cores dedicated for new/unknown applications → random locking
- The rest of the cores dedicated for other applications → dynamic locking
CL1 Cache Locking in Multicore
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